
Beaded necklaces design-unite varied glass 

 beads in one charm necklace
 

This charm necklace is pretty stunning and astonishing-throwing lots of glass beads on a table and attaching 

randomly to a chain for one piece of charm necklace. It’s actually a fabulous work. 

 

 

 

In association with various beads and chains, you 

can explore lots of individual beaded necklaces 

patterns. Assembling components side by side, at 

random, offers amazingly beautiful and cool 

combinations that one would not ever think of. For 

this charm necklace, you’ll try the mix of Bicone, 

Abacus, Faceted-round and cube glass beads.  

 

 Supplies needed in the charm necklace:

 

   Glass bead

(Bicone, Abacus, Faceted-round & Cube) 

 Brass Chain 

 Golden headpin 

 Jumpring (or 0.3mm brass wire instead) 

 Wire-cutter Plier 

 Side Cutting Plier 

 Round Nose Plier 

 

 

Instructions for beaded necklaces: 

Step1: preparations for decorative 

elements 

 

1. Figure out the needed length of larger loops 

chain, it is where you’ll hang on the glass bead 

components for main adornment in your charm 

necklace. After that, snip the segment with plier; 

 

 

 

http://www.pandahall.com/wholesale-Glass-Beads/208.html
http://www.pandahall.com/beads/wholesale-Brass-Chain/0-51-1.html


 

 

 

 

 

 Step2: hook all the well-prepared components to chain

 

 

 

 

 

Step3: add on the chain 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

2. Slide beads of your choice onto the proper 

headpins and loop the other end by round 

nose plier; 

 

3. In my project, blue is my main color 

palette. The lighter color ones serve as a foil 

for focal dark blue ones. 

 

1. Start from the second link on your chain, in 

each supply about 6~7 pieces of glass bead 

components; 

 

2. Vary the shapes and colors comply with 

the rule that may ensure the focal effect for 

dark blue beads.  

 

1. After finishing the main beaded part, I 

simply choose three strands of chains for 

complement the rest of the charm necklace; 

2. Cut off about a 10cm long brass wire 

strand and string the three chain strips and 

then the beginning link on larger chain. 

Twist the wire for several times and then 

wrap the rest of it around the chain 

bunches; 



 

 

 

 

 

3. Do repeat the same processes for another 

side 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Voila! Though this charm necklace consists of such large amount of glass beads, with different 

colors and different shapes, the final proves they come together in a well balance and deliberately 

simple design. It deserves the best of any beaded necklaces! Love it! 

 

 

 

For more enchanting DIY jewelry making ideas, please head over to: 

http://www.pandahall.com/learning-center/category-Inspiration-Projects-3.html 

 

 

 

http://www.pandahall.com/learning-center/category-Inspiration-Projects-3.html

